§ 154.1155  Hand hose line: Coverage.

The coverage for the area for a hand hose line under §154.1150 must not exceed the length of the hand hose line except the coverage for the protection of areas that are inaccessible to personnel must not exceed one-half the projection of the hose at its rated discharge, or 10 m (32.8 ft.), whichever is less.

§ 154.1160  Monitor coverage of system.

The coverage of each dry chemical system monitor under §154.1150 must not exceed:

(a) 10 m (32.8 ft.) at 10 kg/sec (22 lb/sec);
(b) 30 m (98.4 ft.) at 25 kg/sec (55 lb/sec);
(c) 40 m (131.2 ft.) at 45 kg/sec (99 lb/sec);
(d) An interpolation between 10 m (32.8 ft.) at 10 kg/sec (22 lb/sec) and 30 m (98.4 ft.) at 25 kg/sec (55 lb/sec); or
(e) An interpolation between 30 m (98.4 ft.) at 25 kg/sec (55 lb/sec) and 40 m (131.2 ft.) at 45 kg/sec (99 lb/sec).

§ 154.1165  Controls.

(a) Each dry chemical hand hose line must be one that can be actuated at its hose reel or hose storage cabinet.
(b) Each dry chemical monitor must be one that can be actuated and controlled at the monitor.
(c) A dry chemical monitor for the cargo loading and discharging manifold areas must be one that can be:
   (1) Actuated from a location other than the monitor and manifold area; and
   (2) Except for pre-aimed monitors, controlled from a location other than the monitor and manifold area.
(d) Each dry chemical storage unit must have independent piping with a stop valve in the piping for each remote hand hose line and remote monitor where the piping connects to the storage container, if the unit has:
   (1) More than one hand hose line;
   (2) More than one monitor; or
   (3) A combination of hand hose lines and monitors.
(e) Each stop valve under paragraph (d) of the section must be capable of:
   (1) Manual operation; and
   (2) Being opened from the hose reel or monitor to which it is connected.
(f) Damage to any dry chemical system hose, monitor, pipe or control circuits must not prevent the operation of other hoses, monitors, or control circuit that are connected to the same storage unit.

§ 154.1170  Hand hose line: General.

Each dry chemical hand hose line must:

(a) Not be longer than 33m (108 ft.);
(b) Be stored on a hose reel or in a hose cabinet and be one that is operable whether or not it is unwound from a hose reel or removed from a hose cabinet;
(c) Be non-kinkable;
(d) Have a nozzle with a valve to start and stop the flow of chemical;
(e) Have a capacity of at least 3.5 kg/sec (7.7 lb/sec); and
(f) Be one that can be operated by one person.

CARGO AREA: MECHANICAL VENTILATION SYSTEM

§ 154.1200  Mechanical ventilation system: General.

(a) Each cargo compressor room, pump room, gas-dangerous cargo control station, and space that contains cargo handling equipment must have a fixed, exhaust-type mechanical ventilation system.
(b) The following must have a supply-type mechanical ventilation system:
   (1) Each space that contains electric motors for cargo handling equipment.
   (2) Each gas-safe cargo control station in the cargo area.
   (3) Each gas-safe space in the cargo area.
   (4) Each space that contains inert gas generators, except main machinery spaces.

§ 154.1205  Mechanical ventilation system: Standards.

(a) Each exhaust type mechanical ventilation system required under §154.1200 (a) must have ducts for vapors from the following:
   (1) The deck level.